Fall 2018 SHUTTLE SERVICE CALENDAR

Blue Background – Normal Service
Purple Background – Last Pickup at 6:00pm
Orange Background – Will Follow Weekend Service
Green Background – Special Orientation Schedule

Schedule Subject to Change

For further information go to www.wcsu.edu/shuttle

Monday-Friday Schedule
The shuttle begins its run at 6:45am from both campuses. The shuttle’s final pickup is at 12:15am from both campuses. The shuttles leaves every 15 minutes until 6:00pm and then leaves every 30 minutes after 6:00 pm.

Saturday and Sunday Schedule
The shuttle begins service at 9:00am from both campuses. The shuttle’s final pickup is at 12:15am on both campuses. Two shuttles operate on weekends. Due to the stop at the Danbury Fair Mall, the trip will take about 45 minutes between the two campuses until 7:00pm, and 30 minutes after 7:00pm.. Note that the 6:00pm shuttles will wait until 7:00pm to return to an “on the hour and half hour service” for the rest of the evening.
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